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Re-establish and grow
our reputation for
independence,
collaboration and
diversity
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I think the most important,
immediate task for the
Board is to regain trust and
support of the membership.
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Create open discussion
Provide greater
cohesion among
members and
overcome the existing
confusion, frustration
and division

-

-

These qualities need to
be re-visited and there
is a need for changes
that will ensure our
charity is an
organisation that a
diverse group of people
can see themselves as
part of and where
everybody feels
represented and
respected for their
opinions and
contributions

I believe that whilst
Ensuring the transparency following these rules the of the new governing
board must also consider board.
the ethos of Cochrane and
it must act in an open and
transparent way.

-

-

Listening to our members, asking them what we are
doing well and what
needs to change, and
working towards building
trust between members
and governance including
establishing a transparent
and effective two-way
communication.

-

We need to create a
culture of
communication where
everyone can speak
their mind without fear
of reprisal.

Refocus on heart of Cochrane
Reviewing the internal mechanisms of
organisation,
participation,
resolution of potential
conflicts and
differences, as well as
clarifying the degree
of the necessary
autonomy of
territorial entities and
individuals. All these
mechanisms should
prevail over
—although making
them compatible
with—the constraints
from the legal
structure of the
organisation

-

-

-

Groups should be actively
approached to include
Cochrane presentations and
evidence at the meetings
even if to be sponsored by
the Cochrane group
themselves. As a urologist
for the last 32 years,
attending 5-6 meeting per
year, I have never seen any
Cochrane presentation.

Improve the experience for Cochrane authors
through more efficient
review production that
maintains rigour and
facilitates updating of
our reviews. This requires
technological and
methods development
and implementation,
editorial support and
standards

-

-

-

The people who I hope to represent
are the practising
hands and feet of
Cochrane.

-

Working with Cochrane
members, guideline
developers, clinicians, and
public, as a team, to
develop clinically relevant
evidence reviews
efficiently, cost
effectively, in a timely
manner, without
compromising the quality.

-

It is imperative that the
organisation gives back
more and reconsiders
the need for so much
employed staff.

Continuing the efforts to become an
organisation really
global, participative,
multilingual, and
inclusive

-

-

-

This can be done by the
broader engagement of the
membership in decision
making and enhance
communication. Any
controversial issues must be
promptly addressed with
full transparency.

Increase real global
inclusion through
organisational structures
and processes that
facilitate diverse and
meaningful input into
strategic planning and
decision-making

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Third, we ought to think
if the organisation has
become too rigid and
bureaucratic.

-

-

-

Like with many non-profit
organisations the financial
stability is very important
and include healthy income,
money managing and smart
use of the funds.

Navigate changes in
global publishing and
funding models to
sustain Cochrane for the
next generation and
ensure we make the
most of new
opportunities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Responding to
challenges related
to funding and
financial support for
the network

Finally, we must start
transitioning to fully
Open Access
publication.

Member engagement

Business model
Developing a
sustainable and
ambitious economic
model that combines
institutional
agreements,
progressive open
access policies and
more support to
Cochrane entities

